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Abstract
How to improve the accessing efficiency of database based on cloud computing has always
been a research direction of cloud computing and this paper combines genetic algorithm, ant
colony optimization as well as support vector machine to firstly initialize the ant colony
optimization and improve the pheromone so as to make the advanced information effectively
avoid algorithm local convergence. What’s more, the collecting result can be processed via
support vector machine and meanwhile the simulation experiment proves that the algorithm
adopted in this paper is beneficial to improve the query efficiency of cloud database and
provides valuable references for the cloud data research.
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1. Introduction
How to meet users’ requirements for having access to data in cloud database at maximum
has been the focus of research, and cloud computing has such features as dynamic nature,
distributivity and others, resulting in the great difference between the database under cloud
computing environment and traditional database. The emergence of cloud computing database
has broken the traditional, centralized, static and non-expandable storage mode, which has
arose more and more attention [1].
The literature [2] adopts cloud platform virtual machine as the partial storage node to
realize massive user data storage based on sharding and read-slaves. What’s more, it adopts
flexible key value to customize data and puts forward customized data visit controlling
method based on metadata and at the same time designs a visit controlling algorithm.
Literature [3] adopts ICFV based on proper vector to optimize the data load assess
performance. ICFV algorithm extracts the proper vector of database loading and then carries
out division which is different from the traditional methods because it adopts incremental
clustering algorithm and it is not necessary to calculate the center distance to optimize the
eigenvector dimension. The experiment elaborates that adopting ICFV algorithm is able to
realize the optimization of database loading self-adaptation and improve loading division
efficiency. Literature [4] adopts parallel schedule for a complicated database with chaos to
integrate the chaotic priority factor and parallel database schedule technology and introduce it
to optimum calculation to obtain the chaotic characteristics and improve the overall searching
ability. Literature [5] comes up with a dynamic path optimization for adaptive immune
polymorphism ant colony optimization. By supervising the scouts ant and search ant,
introducing self-adaptive multi-ant colony competition strategy, improving the demerits of
local optimal solution we can further integrate the artificial immune algorithm with overall
searching ability to improve the search ant path optimization which can improve the search
speed and accuracy. In addition, the simulation experiment proves that this algorithm can
better deal with the problem of convergence speed and global optimum so as to quickly and
reasonably find out the needed database. Literature [6] comes up with a load assessment
algorithm based on great entropy difference, adopts evaluation function to change the target
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optimization to non-differentiable single-objective optimization. Besides, it takes advantage
of the greatest entropy function to change non-differentiable optimization to unconstrained
optimization problem with parameter and finally adopts differential evolution to find the
solution and find out optimal resources so as to provide theoretical basis for overloading
nodes and further realize cloud database design. The experiment also proves that this
algorithm can effectively improve the overall performance of the whole system and avoid the
bottle neck of single node. Literature [7] suggests to adopting ontological theory to
summarize the common characteristics of various management information and establish
ontology representation system which is large and can reflect with human with compact
treatment. At the same time, based on the principle of application, convenience and low-cost,
we can carry out database layer architecture design to construct a static metadata index term
which can make logic relationship with management information ontology to finally create a
cloud service system based on the ontology requirement. Literature [8] comes up with a
data query method based on cloud computing, which firstly adopts cloud computing
technique to find out targeted nodes and then introduces single gene theory to traditional
cloud computing genetic algorithm to define similar nodes and equal nodes comparing to
service node to carry out a second searching to combine excellent individuals as a totally new.
Besides, it takes advantage of any excellent genes in the course of inheritance so as to
guarantee the accuracy of optimal query result. The experiment result shows that this
algorithm is superior comparing to traditional methods in terms of data quality, service node
load capacity and query efficiency.
Based on the above researches, this paper introduces ant colony alorithm into cloud
database, and initializes it through genetic algorithm. Then, it improves the pheromone so that
the improved information effectively avoids the possibility that the algorithm falls into local
convergence. Aiming at the collection results of the algorithm, it processes results through the
supporting vector machine. Simulation experiment shows that algorithm in this paper has
some certain effects.

2. Problem Description of Cloud Database
Deploy database to the cloud database can simplify information available through the Web
network connection of business process, support and ensure that the cloud business
application as part of the software as a service (SaaS) deployment. In addition, the enterprise
database deployment to the cloud can also realize storage consolidation. Stored in the cloud
computing vast amounts of data information, on the one hand, part of the data is stored in the
cloud server, and there is another aspect of data providers in the middle, with the cloud of
cloud computing nodes to join or quit dynamically, this leads to a cloud computing the data in
the database when it has certain uncertainty, therefore access to cloud computing database
will have certain difficulty.

3. Applications of SVM-ACO Algorithm in Cloud Computing Database
3.1 Population Initialization
The genetic algorithm is adopted to initialize the solution of initial ants group so as to
obviously improve the efficiency. Suppose the population size of ant colony optimization is
M and all ant groups are divided into two groups, which are parent and subpopulation,
among which the parent population is Z  {1 ,  2 , aM } and suppose the fitness function
of every individual is f (i ) , subpopulation is X  {1 ,  2 ,

 M } . The individuals of parent
'
population are sorted from big to small, and then the group is Z '  {1' ,  2' , aM
} and the
'
'
'
fitness value from big to small is f (1 )  f ( 2 )  ....... f (aM ) . Then, we will sum the fitness
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M

value, which is


i 1

f ( i' ) to calculate the selection rate P(i ) 

f ( i' )
M

 f ( )
i 1

selected and every individual cumulative probability is Qi 

of being

'
i

M

 P(i) . The strategy for wheel
i 1

disk is adopted to generate M random number and if R  Qi , b1 chromosome is chosen or
we will choose i chromosome bi . Therefore, M i is bmin(i1,i 2,

in ) ,

and we can combine M i

and subpopulation X to make X (t )  X (t  1) M i . Based on this, these individuals are
crossed and mutate to have the final solution which can be deemed as the initial solution of
the ant colony optimization.
3.2 Improvement of Pheromone Rules
m

 ij (t  1)  (1   ) ij (t )    ijk (t ) （1）
k 1

 represents factor of pheromone volatilization,
k
 ij (t ) represents trace left by the j th record in the process of getting access to the
database k at t point through ( i, j ) path (pheromone).
Q

k
 ij (t )   Lkj
（2）
0

Q
Represents the ratio between the length of the node to access the database j
Lkj
and that of the node access to the database k , of which Lkj represents the number of
database k accessed by the j th record. In the foregoing description of Ant Colony
Optimization, an optimal solution can be obtained by a positive feedback mechanism,
but with the path (cloud computing nodes) increases, the search time is relatively long.
But if the node access traces in the records(pheromones) are focused on the optimal
path, stagnation is prone to happen, which would produce a local optimal solution and
may not necessarily achieve the optimal searching for cloud database access records,
thus failing to query for the optimal solution.
From the perspective of cloud computing database, it is impossible to guide the
cloud nodes to get access to the cloud databases or the access efficiency is not high,
and since pheromone update in Ant Colony Optimization can’t reflect the pros and
cons of paths accurately, the accurate access of cloud computing database is
impossible, affecting the optimal solution. On this basis, the article has altered the
pheromone formula, which means that chaos algorithm is introduced in pheromone
update. Chaos Algorithm idea is that comparison is carried out in the ergodic course
and relatively good solution is saved in the process of comparison, and iteration will
be carried out in the searching process until you find the optimal solution to meet the
conditions. Idea is as follows:
In

equation

(1),
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for i  1 to N do
  (0,1)
for j  1 to k do
Li , j  Sin( Li , j )
endfor
m

Q
k 1 Lkj

 ij (t  1)  (1   ) ij (t )  
endfor
endfor

4. Algorithm Description
As for Ant Colony Optimization, the process of looking for food for ants is equivalent to
the process of getting access to data for cloud node through server, and this section will
combine database queries with Ant Colony Optimization, the algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: Initialization, classify the ants into main group and subgroup and then initialize the
genetic algorithm and put in into the cloud. What’s more, the assess server should be recorded
and the greatest iteration number should also be set.
Step 2: Take the current node x as the center and choose close selection strategy to next
node y , which belongs to Feasiblei . Then node y will construct a group { yi } , and the
close probable value is adopted to choose the next cloud node x .
Step 3: according to such information as pheromone left by ants in the advancing process
in Ant Colony Optimization, along with the passage of time, the pheromone update will be
competed partially according to equation (2) to leave a message for subsequent ants. Its
function is to provide a reference for other nodes in the cloud database query, reducing access
time.
Step 4: Once the request sent by the node x has been replied, pheromone on the shortest
path for this query should be updated and saved.
Step 5: according to the definition of Ant Colony Optimization, we need to know whether
the access request of cloud computing node can be replied through server, if it is replied, it
can proceed into Step 6；if not, it can proceed into Step 2.
Step 6: find path, server can return node information to the original location of node x
along with the original path, and then record the preliminary result.
Step 7: preliminary classification should be carried out for the above preliminary result, it

D  {txt , doc , excel

}

1
2
3
is assumed that the result is the document set n
under the cloud
computing environment
Step 8: according to the content of the document set, apply Map function to convert to

f ( Di )  ci , Dni  , it is indicated as  ci , f ( Dni )  through Reduce function
 ci , f ( Dni )  , calculate the target
Step 9: Introduce formula (4) into the output result
Dni

formula of each document
set of the document

and introduce formula (7) to calculate the optimal solution

Dxn  {txt x1 , docx 2 , excelx3

}

.

5. Experiment and Analysis
This paper chooses the school network center as the cloud server and the surrounding
m
schools are taken as other clouds. The training sample of N is fi  ( xi , yi )i and support
k ( x, y )  exp( x  y ) / 
2

vector machine adopts
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schools are extracted based on the book information result to test the effect of detection
algorithms.
In order to verify the advantages of the algorithm in the article, simulation experiments is
conducted in the designed VC ++ 6.0 environment, and a total of 6 computers have been
applied, and the computer configuration is CPU core i32.2G, internal storage is DDR4G, hard
disk capacity is 500G, a PC is regarded as server to control database system, and SQL
Server2008 will be installed in the rest of the five as the data storage node, system analog
data is mainly used in experimental data collection, book data capacity is set to be among [1M,
10M], and comparison should be conducted under such two indicators as access network
consumption time and data access time. Carry out comparison between classical and
intelligent algorithm and the comparison result is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Inquire the Performance Comparison of Algorithm with 1 Thousand
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Figure 2. Inquire the Performance Comparison of Algorithm with 1 Million Tasks
From the Figure 1-2 we can find out comparing to traditional intelligent algorithm the
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algorithm adopted in this paper is superior when there are fewer or more tasks, which
elaborates that the initialization in ant colony optimization as well as introduction of
pheromone improvement has created good effect and can further decrease the network
consumption.

6. Conclusion
How to improve the database accessing efficiency based on cloud computing has always
been a research direction of cloud computing and this paper firstly initializes the ant colony
optimization and improve the pheromone so as to make the advanced information effectively
avoid algorithm local convergence. What’s more, the collecting result can be processed via
support vector machine and meanwhile the simulation experiment proves that the algorithm
adopted in this paper is beneficial to improve the query efficiency of cloud database and
provides valuable references for the cloud data research.
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